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French-in-France
suspension lifted
by Colleen Rahill
Suspension of the French-inFrance program has been lifted:
the programhas been authorized
and funded for 1977-78,
Engelbert Axer, S.J., chairman
of the foreign language department, announced Tuesday.
"Recruiting of students forthe
program can now go ahead; a
minimum of 14 students by May
14, 1977, is needed in order for
students to go," Axer said.
HE SAIDthe suspension dealt
with the budget and a lack of
faculty support. "The budget
problems have been solved to the
satisfaction of the department
faculty and the French-inFrance program received unanimous faculty support at the
Jan. 19 department meeting. Fr.
Morris (George Morris, S.J.,
assistant professor of French)
has volunteered to go to France
for the academic year 1977-78,"
Axer said.
Axer explained that a twoquarter language abroad
program, instead of three
quarters, will be instituted next
year, in 1978-79, for both the
French-in-France and Germanin Austria programs.

"This ABC rotation plan (one

quarter at S.U..two quarters
abroad) will provide a founda-

tion in the language for the
student before going to the coun-

The

formal/semi-formal

THE CHIEFS take onOregon
Statein the homecoming gameat
7:30 p.m. in the Arena. Studentalumni victory party will follow
the game in Campion Tower.

Disco music will be provided.
Events sponsored in celebration of homecoming earlier this
week included a cartoon festival
Monday night. Approximately
100 students watchedthe capers
of the Roadrunner, Bugs Bunny
and Donald Duck.
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try. It will be easier for faculty
because they won't be awayfrom
family responsibilities as long,"
he said.

Analysis

MORRIS said he wouldn't
France unless he
knew he had a follow-up for the

Sex charge led to job loss

want to go to

next year.

"I would want the reassurance
that the program was going to
continue because this
reassurance creates a different
attitude," Morris said. He explained that professors have undergonehardships bringing their
families to a foreign country
every three years. He feels that
the length of the two-quarter
ABC plan has created a "change
in attitude" because it willenable
faculty to leave their families
home if they choose and avoid
adjustment problems.
"The financial and family
problems have been worked out;
Ifeel the faculty is supporting the
program now," Morris said.

Give her/him a call
by Saturday night
homecoming dance will
highlight homecoming week
Saturday night.
The dance, to begin at 9:30
p.m., is at Pier 91 Officers' Club.
Onyx will provide the music.
Tickets are $5 for couples,$3 for
singles and are available in the
ASSU office.

Seattle

Gregory Cady returned to
campus for his third hypnotizing
visit last night. He spent several
hours entrancing S.U. students
into thinking they were
everything but S.U. students.
This year's homecoming
theme is "Color My World."

correction

Xavier and Bellarmine
dorms will be closed during
spring break, March 13-26.
but Campion Tower will remain open. Saga Food Service will be serving food to
those students staying in
Campion.
It wasreported inThe Spectator last week that Campion
and Saga Food Service would
be closed duringspring break.

by Bob Hutchinson
Imagine this: you are an
.employee for a small business
which, in your opinion, is discriminating against you because
of sex or race, or even,religion.
As a result, you question the
fairness of a certain policy or
action. Nothing happens. You
are still dissatisfied with your
treatment.
Then, because your employer
does not believe you are right,
you go to an EqualOpportunity
office, a Bureau of Indian Affairs, or something along that
line, and state your grievances.

They, along with a number of
interested organizations, begin
to investigate theclaims of unfair
employment practices.
AS A RESULT of the investigations of the various parties interested, your employer
finds that he must answer for his
actions. He has to stop and take
time to answer questions, to respond to official inquiries.
Your employer tires of this—
he believes he's wasting valuable
time that could be spend in more
profitable ways than answering
petty questions. Because of this,
he fires you.
This is exactly what happened
to Kristie Sherrodd, a former
employee of the library, who
complained that she was being
discriminated against on the
basis of her sex.

IN AN interview this week
with The .Spectator, Kenneth
Enslow, S.J., head librarian, admitted that Sherrodd was not
fired because of any action she
performed on her job as an
assistant in the Circulation
Department. In fact, Enslow
acknowledged the opinion of
Sherrodd's immediate supervisor, Mrs. Helen Hanify, that
Sherrodd wasan extremelygood

worker, and said

true.

it wasprobably

The dismissal of Sherrodd
from the library staff was not due
to a decrease in her working
efficiency, Enslow claimed, but
wasbecause he was spending too
much time explaining his actions, or lack thereof, to The
Spectator, Career Planning and
Placement, John Lawlor, S.J.,
executive vice president, and
Sherrodd.
The amount of time he spent
discussing Sherrodd and the sexism charge, Enslow estimated to
be "hours." However,after being
asked how much time he spent
actually talking with Sherrodd,
Enslow admitted it was "less
than half an hour."
"IF I WAS an employee,"
Enslow said, "and Icomplained
that I had been unjustly treated
and got no response, I would
either look for a jobelsewhere or
simply keep quiet."
When asked how the Federal
Civil Rights Act or ERA could
ever have passedif everyone took
such a passive attitudeand refused to stand up for their rights, he
replied:
"Well, the Civil Rights Act
and ERA are a just cause."
Presently, a formal complaint
is being investigatedby the Affirmative Action officer, Lawlor,
who must officially respond by
Feb. I
STUDENT reaction to
Sherrodd's dismissal was
varied ranging from apathy to
extremeanger though virtually
everyone interviewed agreed it
was unjust.
"I think it's disgusting," said
one Bellarmine resident, "it was
an insensitive, arbitrary action
on the part of Enslow."
Another student said "Sexual
bigotry is one thing,but a blatant
act of personal revenge should

not be tolerated. Kristie
(Sherrodd) deserves both her job

back and a public apology."
OTHER STUDENTS,
however, agreed with Enslow: "I
think firing her was unfair, but
that's the way a lot of businesses
operate she should have kept
her mouth shut if she wanted to
keep her job."
When asked if he thought he
would create such a fervor by his
dismissal of Sherrodd, Enslow
said, "Well, I took an attitude
similar to Harry Truman when
he fired General MacArthur. He
knew everybody'dbe up in arms
for six weeks or so — but then
they'd forget all about it."

notice

Advance registration
students will have credits
entered on their tuition and
fee form for the following
programs: S.U. academic
scholarship, S.U. tuition
remission, certain donated
scholarships, the Basic
Educational
Opportunity
Grant, S.U. honors program,
S.U. student services, S.U.
educational privilege, certain
S.U. resident aides, and S.U.
athletic grants. Students
awarded checks should contact the financial aid office
after tuition and fee forms
have been received by the
student.
Note: Appropriate deductions will bemade for students
taking less than 15 hours.
Students can avoid long
registration lines by claiming
their financial aid before
registration in the library on
March 28. 1977, by claiming
their aid in the financial aid
office starting March 2, 1977.

Wo serious parking problem' says plantmanagement
John Marlow, headof plant management,
holds that there are no serious parking
problems at S.U. now. He admits that there
are some problems, and says that theseare in
the process of being studied.
He admitted that they "have to come up
with something," to alleviate the problems,
and emphasized that they definitely "will
come up with something by fall quarter."
EXACTLY WHAT this "something" will
be is uncertain, but some possibilities were
cited by Marlow. He would like to reline
existing parking lots, thereby picking up a
number of spaces, but doesn't know if funds
for this will become available.
Plant management has also considered
charging night students to park on campus.
Raising parking feeshas been considered,
but Marlow feels that S.U. might lose
students as well as cars if that is done. He
thinks that if some persons can't afford to
park here, they may not come here at all
because "this place is a bearcat to get to on a
bus."
PERHAPS S.U. will begin issuing parking tickets with penalties of $5 for first
offenses and $10 or $15 for each time after
that. Transcripts could be held ifstudents left
citations unpaid.
Plant management hesitates to do this,
however, because instructors as well as

students protest when transcripts are held up.
Also, Marlow says that he hesitates to ticket
an illegally parkedcar for fear that the student
to whom it belongs may not know about
parking violation penalties.
"How would we let them (students) know
if we put this intoeffect? Probably only 40 per
cent or so read The Spectator," Marlow said.
HE LIKEWISE prefers not to tow cars
away because often S.U. ends up picking up
the tab for students who can't afford to.
He also cited a case in which one security
guard gave a student permission to park in the
visitors' parking lot. Later, due to lack of
communication,another securityguard had it
towed away. S.U. ended up paying for the

towing bill.

One or more of these possible solutions
will go into effect by September. Meanwhile,
very little is being done, Marlow said.
MARLOW ADMITS that many students are using expired parking stickers,
but holds that security guards don't have time
to look close enough to read expiration dates.
He also realizes that some persons may
note the time at which the guards make their
rounds, enabling them to park illegally for
most of the day. They could park after the
morning rounds are completed, and move
their cars before the guards stroll the parking
lots in the afternoons.
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Analysis

Editorial

18 year legal age

The time is long overdue for all legal age limits to be
lowered to 18. The age of adulthood was originally set at 21,
not by an edict of God,but because it is the magic number three
times the magic number seven.
In many areas, this superstition has been successfully
combated, most notably withregard to votingrights. Some last
bastions of 18- to 20-year-old age discrimination still exist,
however. A current petition campaign, if successful, will give
voters a chance to eliminate these barriers in November.
INITIATIVES TO LOWER the legal age limit areusually
termed a "drinking initiative." Initiative supporters take great,
often fanatical pains to combat this image.
We think jobs are the most important factor in lowering
the legal age limit. One doesn't worry about where he (neuter
pronoun) will drink when he isn't eating. Many 18-, 19-and 20year-oldsare on their own, looking for work.The age limit can
eliminate and hinder getting many jobs.
A FRIEND OF OURS had worked at a local restaurant
for over three years. Last year she was denied a promotion
because of her tender age: 19. There was no question of
competence or experience; she simply was not old enough to
serve liquor.
Any tavern job is out of the question. Some professional
licenses, such as barbering and driving instruction, are also
forbidden by the age limit.
The drive to lower the legal age limit is as much for the
right to work as it is for the right to drink. Everyone interested
in justice must support this campaign.

Let Carter's speech lie
by Kristie Sherrodd
President Carter opened his inaugural
address on a nostalgic note, recalling words of
a high-school teacher as well as giving a
Biblical quotation. He also mentioned his
mother. After setting this All-American, apple pie tone, he went on to expoundupon the
"American dream."
That is all he expounded upon. He urged
"a fresh faith in the old dream" and "a new
national spirit." He spoke of "the passion for
freedom" and our "proud, idealistic nation."

REVIEWING IT ALL, all one can really
conclude from Carter's inaugural speech is
that his speech writer is very good at stringing
together old cliches. There is really very little
sense in repeating his words. They were
already repetitious when they issued from his
mouth.
Carter is behind the times.He is still trying
to pacify this country with dreams of manifest
destiny. He is still telling us that there is room
to be bigger and better.
What is frightening is that Americans may
take this address seriously. In this day and age
we really can't afford to do that. Reverting to

the "ever-expanding American dream" would
be a step backward.
We have outgrown that dream. At least
some of us realize that to be ever-expanding is
no longer a viable or desirable direction for
this country to take.
SO LET us let this speechlie. Better yet,let
bury
it, and give Carter a chance to start
us
again. Let us hope that he can show usthat he
can be more to us than a string of out-grown

cliches.

Letters to the editor
amused
To the editor:

Your editorial on the library
(1/20/77) is another collector's
item for journalism schools on
what not to do in writing an
editorial; for it is a marvelous
example of writing from the

heart instead of the head.
The editorial says: "The Circulation Departmentof the A.A.
Lemieux Library has some explaining to do." To Whom? The
reason I fired Kristie Sherrodd
was because the circulation
department was spending too
many hours explaining to her
why she was not qualified for the
job she wanted. That is not
counting the hours explaining to
The Spectator, Career Planning
and, now. Affirmative Action.
The library staff can use its
limited time more profitably
serving the intellectual wants of
the students of Seattle Universi-

ty-

The editor of The Spectator
should come down out of the
.little brick tower ensconced on
the hill, like Queen Victoria on
her throne proclaiming, "We are
not amused," and uncover the
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facts of life before writing
editorials.
Sincerely yours,
Kenneth Enslow, S.J.,
University Librarian

has an 8 a.m. class, as most

S.U. do, forget

students
it!
Take a walk by the courts and
the only participants are older
men leaving the students by far in
the minority. Is the Connolly
Center a student recreation
center or isit a cheap way for the
Seattle businessmen to have an
To the editor:
available source of recreation
I am a graduate student at without having to pay the outSeattle University and also work landish fees of the local tennis
as a full-time secretary for the clubs, etc.
University. Iam naturally inI don't think it's fair that the
terested in this college fulfilling students at S.U. who pay $2,340
its basic obligation of providing a year intuitionshould be denied
as best an education as possible the use of their well paid for
for the students. And, con- fringe benefits. Idon't think that
sidering the other side of the it's too much to ask.
coin, if the University goes
Sincerely,
broke, it will not be able to
Rebecca Bernards
provide much of an education
for anybody.
negligence
Many of the private collegesin
the country today are in serious
the editor:
financial trouble, since they do ToWelcome
to Connolly Center.
not qualify for the funding of
The
student
handbook of 1976state schools. And, many have a
gives
77
the
student
the following
much higher tuition than Seattle description of the purposes
of the
University.
center: The Connolly Center is a
Therefore, it kind ofsmacks of
education,teaching and
a one-sided editorial policy when physical
facility open to all
recreation
your editorials constantly
I.
During
with
students
criticize the University without the academic D.cards.
year the center
providing a sound basis for your complex
is devoted especially to
argument, or without presenting
serving the needs of intramural
University's
position.
the
You
sports and to
often take the student's view- and intercollegiate
general
the
recreational
needs of
point with neglect of the Univerbody
faculty."
the
student
and
sity's. Your article on "Dorm
Just how devoted are they
Closure Neglects Students" is a really? I would
question their
primeexample ofone-sided jourconsidering those
devotion
nalism.
facilities open to students. To
Please consider the fact that start
with specifics, due to the
this University is having a very
of the universal gym
difficult if impossible time with abuse
equipment
by young children (as
their meeting of financial
obligations. Do you realize how well as by adults), the weight
is subsequently locked the
hard it is to makeends meet at a room
One has to
private college? Ijust wish you majority of the time.
search
out one of two men who
would consider the University's
keys. Thisis a nuisance.
position before condemning have the
swimming pool
The
meter
them and present both sides in
to be cleaned. Irealize that
needs
fairness for any issue discussed. the high pool temperature acSincerely yours,
counts for the increase of the
John R. Toomey
concentration of the acidand the
chlorine, yet why does there persist to be algae on the bottom of
the pool? In the girls locker
room, there is one functioning
hairdryer.What happened to the
To the editor:
If you ever want to get a other six? Is it a sign of devotion
racquet ball court at Connolly to the student that by the hour of
for any time of the day, forget it. 8:30 in the morning that all the
The court reservations areall full handball courts have been
by 8:30 a.m. so one has to call reserved; or that more times than
between 8-8:30 a.m. But if one not, all the courts are occupied

smacks

denied

at

by non-students or faculty
members?
I do not believe that this is a
sign of devotion to the students.
In fact I believe this to be
negligence on the part of Connolly staff. Irealize the restrictions on equipment and the
budget, but there is no better
time than now to start thinking
about some remedies as the administration starts to formulate
the new budget. Ihope that soon
Connolly will be given back to
the students and the faculty.
Sincerely yours,

Joanne L. Deimling

refuse
To the editor:
"Pay the $20 by Feb. I or

you're kicked out," echoed
through my mind as Iwas listening to a reportof a joint women's
and men's A Phi O meeting by a
friend.
A quick trip to see the
women's secretaryconfirmed the
reportand mydisagreement. The
women's secretary who had
earlier that day signed the
proclamation, was still unclear
as to just what the $20 was for.
Last spring Ijoined the A Phi
Os, pledging leadership, service
friendship,
and
the
organization's three cardinal
principles. NotuntilJan.5,1977,
were the national membership
dues mentioned at a women's
divisional meeting. At that time
all that was known by the
women's officers was that
"Nationals" was making a plea
for membership dues topay their
operating costs and $20 was
somehow involved.
On Jan. 12, a few menattended our meeting and issued a
challenge: the division which has
the fewer members join
Nationals by Feb. I must sponsor a club party. It was then
implied that sooner or later the
national organization would
kick out local clubs and
members. The regional director
at the meeting clarified the
matter and said "Nationals"
mentioned nothing to indicate
plans of eliminating local A Phi
Os. "Nationals" is in need of
operating expenses, as it costs
$20 for four years and $45 for
lifetime national memberships.
Feb. Iwas picked as a targetdate
so that national memberships

could be obtained by the S.U. A
PhiO 25th anniversary dinner;it
would be nice to be nationally
recognized for the occasion.
The women votedunanimously to reject the challenge.
At a joint meeting. Jan. 18, it
was announced that the officers
had signed a proclamation to the
effect that anyone not paying
their national dues by Feb. I will
be kicked out unless one has a
signedletter of intent to do so by
the end of the quarter. If the full
$20 is not paid by then, "you're
kicked out."
S.U.s A Phi Osare no longer
the service fraternity they declare
to be. During the past two
quarters Ihave watched the club
evolve into a group of people
who value their appearance over
the operational functions
prescribed by the cardinal principles of their charter.
Ipersonally refuse to pay $20
to remain a member of such a
club for four months. The
amount of time I will remain at
S.U. Iwill continue to promote
and exercise leadership, service
and friendship without paying
$20 to do so, although spring
quarter's A Phi Os will not.
Sincerely,
Monica Kenney

apology
To the editor:

The Associated Women
Students of Seattle University
would like to extend a sincere
(and slightly red-faced) apology
to the S.U. student population
(and all others who attempted to
attend) concerning the cancellation of the sexual ethics panel
discussion.
Dr. James'illness was sudden.
We attempted to mark all the
posted material with cancellation notices, but, unfortunately,
a number of people did not
receive theinformation. We were
highly disappointed that the
program had to be tentatively
rescheduled for spring quarter.
Thus, we bow our heads in
shame and hope that such mixups will not occur in the immediate future: We apologize.
Sincerely,

Elizabeth A. Moceri
Maureen Sweeney-Romain'
Neila June Grayson
Nancy Harder

The AWS Officers
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Matteo Ricci students

Thermostats try Easy adjustment forecasted
to limit S.U. heat
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by Teresa Wippel

:jg
by Catherine Gaynor
Problems faced by 17-year-old
The heat is on at S.U.and zone controls are the only g Matteo Ricci students coming to
campus next year
answers as energy conscious people are trying to limit :":" live on S.U.s
any different than those
won't
be
Marlow,
":"
heat,
according to John
director of plant
wasted
confronting any person away
:$ from home for the first time, acmanagement.
Zone controls are time clock systems in some g cording to Dr. Edwin Weihe,
for Form II of
buildings on campus which cut off the heat when the ":": planning director
College.
Matteo
Ricci
the
:":
temperature reaches a certain point. Marlow said
The six-year Matteo Ricci
problem is that each building manager on campus can
college program combines Seat:|:| tle Prep High school and S.U.,
manually lower or raise the thermostat.
reported
Tuesday,
gj integrating classes and allowing
last
The Seattle Post-Intelligencer
for the completion of highschool
:|:j
are
set
at
about
always
"Seattle University's thermostats
collegetwoyearsearly.After
and
:|:j
U.
many
buildings,
Seattle
turns
public
degrees.
Like
65
spending
three years at Seattle
:":"
its heat off nights and weekends."
Prep, the Matteo Ricci students
CONTRARY TO THE QUOTE from the PL, Phil |will come to S.U. in the fall for
Seely, dormitory manager of Bellarmine and Xavier,said :":" the last half of their education.
the thermostats at the present are set at 70 degrees. "If | WEIHE, who also servesas an
orders come from higher up then we will change but until Q assistant professor of English at
S.U., said heis expecting that no
then the thermostats are set," Seely said. He felt the
students from Hawaii, South Sea Islands and parts of j| more than 20 of the 80-85
Africa would have a more difficult time with weather :jj: students in the program will
choose to live in the dorms.
adjustments if the temperature in the rooms went down to gj
Questions have been raised by
$ parents
65 degrees.
and students involved in
Marlow felt the entire University should be set a jj: the Matteo Ricci program
maximum of 68 degrees but problems would be en- gi whether a 17-year-old can adjust
countered; for example, the ink in the duplicating center ;": to S.U. campus and dorm life.
"What's the difference
would not function at 65 degrees and some chemistry g between
an 1 8-year-old anda 17experiments have to be done at 68 to 70 degrees, jj: year-old?" Weihe asked. "I'm not
Individual preferences rule the heating of buildings;
sure that a 17-year-old has any
whoever gets his or her hands on the thermostat can g: more problems than an average
freshman that's a year older."
manually change the zone control, Marlow said,
and
campus
on
iji
property
There are 47 acres of
WEIHE compared theMatteo
constant monitoring of the zone controlled thermostats is ij: Ricci situation to junior admit
students, students whocome to a
impossible, he continued. Another complaint Marlow
college or university after their
leave
wide
dorm
students
who
windows
cited was the
open and turn their radiators on.The ceiling effect ofheat :": junior year of high school.
"We do have junior admits on
turning off when a certain temperature is reached is g campus,"
Weihe said. "They do
outside,
going
windows;
the heat is
eliminated by the open
f.
very, very well. They live in the
The rooms are meant to heat up if the windows remain | dormitory with other students,
closed, Marlow said.
:":" and we (the planning committee)
don't see that there's been any
The University spends several thousands of dollars a
problem
of any significance
year on heating and Marlow feels that is one of the :":"
out of that."
come
reasons for increased tuition. "We don't want to dictate
A meeting for parents of
what people can and can't do since there are no hard and >:"
fast rules, all we can do is encourage to hold the heat :j:|
down," he concluded.
:jj:

g

g

:£
:£
:£

g
g

year. I think it's a lot
different between a junior in high
school coming onto a college
campus in his senior year than
one who has graduated from
high school and comes onto a
college campus."
Sitter, who has been teaching
school for 14 years, said, "I
daughter
high
IN REGARD to his
living with an older student,one can validly, honestly say that

Matteo Ricci students was held
Monday on the S.U. campus.
Duringthatmeeting, Weihe said,
parents had the opportunity to
express their reservations and
anxieties about having their son
or daughter living on campus.

...

/ hope that "the S.U. student body doesn't
get any Impression that these students are little
geniuses walking around ..."

lather, according to Weihe,

said
he didn't like the idea of his
daughter rooming with a senior
girl. "He was worried that a
senior girl might corrupt his poor
little darling," Weihe said.
"That isn't going to happen,"
Weihe said. "It could be that it
would be very healthy to put a
Matteo Ricci girl in the
— dorm
with an upperclassman somebody a little older."
An R.A. or moderator will be
available in the dorms next year
who is particularly aware of the
Matteo Ricci students, Weihe
said, but he hopes that the
students will not be set apart, but
just "infiltrate the regular
system."
LEONARD SITTER, S.J.,
director of resident student services, said that there won't beany
planning done for the Matteo
Ricci students until he is sure
how many are coming to live in
the dorms next year.
When asked if he thought the
fact students arecoming in a year
earlier would be a factor. Sitter
said, "I think it's a very signifi-

Alcohol program
interviews, jobs | offered next week

JOB OPENINGS
The following jobs are available through the Career Planning and Placement in the McGoldrick Student Development
Center.
HOUSECLEANER, (4 hours a week, $2.50 hourly) dusting,
vacuuming, washing, ironing, etc.
DATA PRINTER OPERATOR, (part-time $3 hourly to
start), no experience necessary, must be dependable, shift is
during the evening hours 1 1 p.m.-2 a.m.
RESEARCH ASSISTANT, (part-time for 3 months, $5-6
hourly), prefer economics, political science,or geography major, involves library research, writing, etc. on "Arctic
Natural Qas".

*

*

*

WORK-STUDY POSITIONS
Career Planning and Placement is soliciting students on workstudy who can type. TYPISTS are urgently needed in the
following departments:

Alcohol, the United States'
leading drug problem, will be
dealt with in a three-part
program sponsored by S.U.s
Associated Women Students
( A WS) at 6:30 p.m.Feb. 1 ,3 and
8 in the A.A. Lemieux Library
Auditorium.
Myths and realities of
alcoholism is the topic ofthe first
session to be held Tuesday.
James Royce, S.J., director of
S.U.s Alcohol Studies Program
and a woman from Alcoholics
Anonymous, will give an indepth presentation concerning
what alcoholism really is.
OF
THE
IMPACT

A completely
Automated
Copy Center

1) Fragments
2) Health Information Services
3) School of Business
4) Xavier Dorm
5) Drama Department
6) Military Science
7) Chemistry Department
Also: Campion Tower needs help! Openings for HOUSE-

KEEPERS, GROUNDS, REC-ROOM ATTENDANTS,
PAINTERS,SECURITY, and DESK CLERKS.

Connolly Center has openings. Noon-3 p.m. - WOMEN'S
ISSUE ROOM ATTENDANT.
And: Plant Services is preparing for the spring. They
need a complete GROUNDS CREW.
Again: Lots of OFF-CAMPUS WORK-STUDY POSITIONS are still available. Come in and check over the Job-

Board.

Collated Automatically!
First 50 sets collatedFREE!
1 side
2 sides
per original
.60
120
15
2.00
25
1.00
200
4.00
50
5.75
100
3.10
200
4.45
7.95

Damn Quick Printing
1211 ThM Av«MM, fifffc floor
682 22W l«*>i»»i»t'w««c«««l

cant

ALCOHOL and alcoholism will
be explored during the second
session Feb. 3. Jean Keefe,
Associate director of S.U.s
Alcohol Studies Program, two
student alcoholics,andrepresentatives from Al-Anon and AlATeen will give a presentation.
Alcohol and the professional
person will be discussed on Feb.
8 with Victor Munz,specialist in
occupational alcoholism and
former S.U. Alcohol Studies
Director, will be the guest
speakers. Munz has recently
returned from the National Institute of Alcoholism and Drug
Abuse in Washington D.C.

there is a great deal of growing
which happens between the
junior and the senior year in high
school."
HE CONCLI)DED thata student "at theend ofhis junior year
is going to have more problems
in the dorm than an 18-year-old.
Although these particular
students may not have these adjustments because they can scoot
home any night of the week and
return the next morning."
Commenting on adjustment
problems, Weihe expressed the
hope that "the S.U. student body
doesn't get any impression that
these students are little geniuses
walking around. The Matteo
Ricci program is not really
designed for exceptional
students."
"They want to be a partof the
normal University," Weihe said
ofthe students. "They want to be
treated normally, they don't
want the expectations about
them to beanyhigherthan for an
average student their age. We
don't want any feeling that these
kids are different."

All

Notice

international students
must turn in Alien Registration cards to the U.S. Immigration office no later than
Jan. 31. These cards may be
picked up in the International
Student Office in the
McGoldrick Center.

(TOLL-FREE)

flowers for
homecoming
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Joseph guppy

Well, better than

Reader's Digest

Ihave always envied Joe Miller, the editor of "Joe Miller's
Joke Book," reportedly Abraham Lincoln's favorite compilation of humor. Of course, Abe liked jokes like:"Your legs are
awfully short." "Oh,Idon't know,they'relongenough to reach
the floor."
What follows are some really funny jokes.If you don't like
them you have no sense of humor.
Jimmy: 1 went down to Billy's and had some grits.

Miss Lillian: Hominy?

Jimmy: Oh, about three or four bowls full.

Mary: Whenever I'm down in the dumps Iget a new hat.
Larry: Oh, is that where you got that one?

Bob: My parents are in the iron and steel business.
Rob: Oh yeah?
Bob: Yeah, my mother irons and my father steals.
Peg: How much do you weigh?
Meg: 110 lbs., stripped for gym.
Peg: Or Bob or George or Fred

. ..

Novum Orangutan

Customer: You guys got my car running like a top.
Garage Man: Well, that's good.
Customer: Not really. It goes for a while and then falls over.

A

Benny: My wife had plastic surgery recently.
Lenny: Oh yeah?
Benny: Yeah, Icut up her credit cards.
Henny: My wife was in the beauty shop for three hours this
morning. And that was just for an estimate.

A Motive for Simile

Father was showing Sam the family album and came
across a picture of himself and his wife on their weddingday.
"Was that the day Mom came to work for us?"Samasked.

(On, "Beat it. Kid, I'm Reading"]

"How is a lion like a bee," my artful

son asks, having drawn a paradoxic shape
with blazing mane and bee-loud jungle wings.
How is a lion like a bee—"?
Precisely: that is the question,
"A lion is like a bee," I say
in just the way that I am like your cat:
we both have whiskers, though now
I shave mine off."
For once, he is silent.
The philosopher likes that.
—Kenneth MacLean
S.U. English teacher

Did you hear about the two old maids who went for a
tramp in the woods?
It was at a seance. The widow had just contacted her
husband.
"Are you happy, George?"
"Yes, Marge."
"Happier than you were with me?"
"Yes, dear."
"Tell me, darling, what is heaven like?"
"Who said Iwas in heaven?"
Pam: Ibet Iknow where you got that tie.
Sam: Oh yeah? Where?
Pam: Around your neck.
A bankrupt movie concessionaire is a popcorn pauper.
Mother: Baby Charles is such a treasure.
Brother: Yup, Let's bury him.

Grinning demon greets victims

Tom was introducing Deacon Jones to his father who was

quite deaf.

"Father," he yelled, "this is our new deacon, Mr. Jones."

"Eh? New Dealer?"
"New Deacon," Tom shouted. "He's the son of a bishop."
"They all are."

Waiter: 1 have stewed kidneys, boiled
pig's feet.

tongue, fried

liver and

Customer: Idon't want to hear about your troubles.Just bring
me some vegetable soup.

..

And to my
Read in the will of a miserly millionaire: ".
dear brother Arnold, whom Ipromised to mention in my will,
'Hi there, Arnold!'"
Ned: How did you like the end of the play?
Ed: Ididn't see it. The program said "Second Act two years
later" and Icouldn't wait.
Pat: Our dog is just like a member of the family.
Mike: Really? Which one?
Ron: Is your new horse well behaved?
John: He certainly is. Every time we come to a fence he stops
and lets me go over first.
A jury is a group of twelve menselected to decide whohas
the better lawyer.
Fred: Have you got an opening for me?
Personnel Manager: Yes, and don't slam it on your way out.
Prosecutor: Now tell the jury the truth. Why did you kill your
husband with a bow and arrow?
Wife: Ididn't want to wake the children.
Joe: What position did youplay on your high school football
team?
Kevin: End and guard. Isat on the end of the bench and
guarded the water pail.

—photo by larry steagall

CLOVEN-FOOTED BEASTS, a sinister dragon with scimitar fingernails, lost astronauts
umbilically floating, a toothy demon and pendulous hanging flame globules all haunt the
jfantastic comic-book facade of the Seattle Center Fun Forest's "Flight to Mars"
ride. Don't go
<on it— just stand outside and let your imagination provide the magic
horrors that must lie within
i

iits dark entrails.
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Slight majority favors lowering legal age to 18
by Cheryl L. Meade
A slight majority of the S.U.
community interviewed in a
man-on-the-street survey
favored lowering the legal age to
18.
Theinitiative to lowerthe legal
age. introduced last week by
Seattleite Martin Ringhofer,
points out 99 areasofdiscrimination against 18- to 21-year-olds.
Under current laws this ageblock is legally barred from buying a pistol; working in a state
liquor store; election to some
public offices; serving alcohol in
a place of employment; applying
for certain professional licenses,
including barbering and living
off-campus at some schools in
the state. Also included in the
initiative is the legalization of
alcohol consumption for 18- to
21-year-olds.

"IT'S

AN

EXCELLENT

idea," Judy Sharpe, Bellarmine
dorm director, said about lowering the legal age. As a dorm
director, she is caught in a

struggle between the
administration's wish to control
illegal drinking and those
students under 21 who want to
drink in their rooms. "How do
you let someone 2 1 drink in their
room and not a 20-year-old? It
becomes a matter of enforcement."
Steve Williams, S.J., is in
favor of the new campaign.
"Since they are already con-

sidered adults in terms of being
able to vote and are drafted in
emergencies, we should extend
privileges to those who are 18."
If 18-year-olds can "shoulder
responsibility" in other areas,
they "should receive trust" in
handling the responsibilities
outlined in the initiative,George
Jeannot, theology teacher, said.
He sees no difference in the
maturity level of those in the 18-

allowed to consume alcohol. His
major objection is that there will
be an increase in alcohol-related
traffic accidents.
Sam Stockinger, senior, said,
"At 18, you are just leaving high
school and have no place to go
socially."
He added that if at 18 onecan
be prosecutedand drafted like an
adult, "then you should be able
to have adult rights too."
A health staff membersaidshe
"couldn't be more against 18year-olds drinking." If thedrinking issue was left off of the
petition, "that would be a fair
compromise," she said.

to-21-year-age bracket.

BRIEN SORNE, a 21-yearold commuting student will not
sign the petition if given the

chance. "If I said 'yes' (to the
initiative),that wouldbe in keeping with what has been said
about other responsibilities an
18-year-old is allowed to
handle legal contracts, taxes,
owning a house, marriage."
He would vote 'no', however,
because, "It's just that they aren't
experiencedenough.Just leaving
high school, they don't know
what the choices are."
Betty Hill, ROTC clerk, tends
to agree with Some. She said she
would not vote for the initiative
even if the part about 18-year-old
drinking was dropped from the
petition. She termed some practices that are illegal to 18-yearolds as "adverse" and that they
"can do without them until they
are 21." Specifically, she is
against 18-year-olds buying explosives and working in establishments that serve alcohol.

"I'M NOT too red-hot on
allowing them to use hand guns,"
John Turula, S.J., said. Explaining further, he said he favored
total abolition of hand guns to
everyone except police. "I'd like
to see the initiative go on a trial
basis because Ihave some reservations," he said, concerning 18year-olds drinking. "Youngpeople are not 'trained' to handle it
(alcohol) until a later age."
"I think 18-year-olds these
days have had to growup sooner,
but 19 would be even better for
the legalage," a graduate work-

ing on campus said. "Nineteenyear-olds have been out of high
enough to handle school one or two years and
"All those rights should be responsible rights
as well."
those
other
allowed for 18-year-olds," Teri
know what the working world is
Brown, freshman, said,
AN OFF-CAMPUS student like." Regarding the drinking
"including drinking." "If you are says he will vote against thebill if age,she said 18-year-olds"would
responsible enough to be it comes to the voter mainly sure run to the taverns fast, but
married at 1 8, you should be because 18-year-olds will be they'd lose their interest."

Senate meeting

Classifieds
ASSU scholarships decided

The senate went into executive student input concerning Chiefsession Monday night to con- tain renovation.
sider the question of the amount
ASSU First Vice President
of ASSU scholarships for next Joe Straus announced that a
year.
senate planning conference will
It was decided that elected be held at 4:30 p.m. on Sundayofficers will receive 80 percent of
He also reminded senators
their tuition. Comptroller and
coordinator will have 55 percent that the filing period for those
of their tuition paid, and wishing to run in winter quarter
secretaries will receive 60 per elections isFeb. 3-9.The primary
election will be held on Feb. 15,
cent of their tuition.
and the final election is
THE STUDENTand minori- scheduled for Feb. 18. Elections
ty affairs committee made will be held for ASSU president,
known its intention to circulate a first vice president, second vice
questionaire in order to gain president, treasurer, and senate

G.I. Bill laws change
Due to changes in G.I. Bill
legislation, the Veteran's Administration will no longer pay
for courses in which a nonpunitive grade is received unless
exemptingcircumstances areevident.

requirements or are not computed in the student's gradepoint
average. Exempting cir-

include illness or
financial problems that keep a
student from attending class.
If a student receives a nonpunitive grade without exempTHE NEW legislation, effec- ting circumstances,
the
tive last Dec. I, defines "non- Veteran's Administration will
punitive"grades as those which reduce payment as of that
do not qualify as graduation quarter.
cumstances

Yang Chusaid: "No man lives more than a
hundred years, and not one ina thousand that
long. And even that one spends half his life as
a helpless child or a dim-witted oldster. And
of the time that remains, halfis spent insleep,
or wasted during the day.
And in what is left he is plaguedby pain,
sickness, sorrow, bitterness, deaths, losses,
worry and fear. In ten years and more there is
hardly an hour in which he can feel at peace
with himself and the world, without being
gnawed by anxiety.
"What is a man's life for? What pleasureis
there in it? Is it for beauty and riches? Is it for
sound andcolor? But there comes a time when
beauty and riches no longer answer theneeds
of the heart, and when a surfeit of sound and
color becomes only a weariness to the eyes
and a ringing in the ears.

Keep it Working
The

United Way

seats live,six, seven, and eight.

NEXT WEEK THE SENATE
will consider a request by the
"Fragments" staff for $750 to
finance publishing costs, and a
request for $400 by Don Foran,
S.J., to be used to procure a
speaker for Food Day, Apr. 21.
"
At that meeting they will also
vote on a resolution which would
require clubs to submit financial
reports at stipulated intervals.
The next meeting will be held
Sunday at 7:30 p.m. in the upper
Chieftain conference room.

Contemporary Cuts hoi
Menand Women Featuring

Live-in housekeeper-babysitter. $400
per month plus room and board.
Bellevue. 453-0338 alter 6 p.m.
Student typing. 75 cents per page.
Call Donna. 325-2498 after 6 p.m.
weeknights.

HAIR CARE

PRODUCTS

1001 Broadway— Suite 200

(corner of Broadway at

Appointments call

There IS a difference!!!

Madison)

325-3264

Jff)

PREPARE FOR:

" OCAT

MCAT«
DAT*"LSAT«"
"

GRE

GMAT

CPAT

VAT

Over 38 years of experience andsuccess. Small classes. Voluminous home study materials. Courses that are constantly
updated.Centers open days & weekends all year. Complete
tape facilities for review of class lessons and for use of
supplementary materials. Make-ups for missed lessons at
our centers.

REGISTER NOW
SPRING MCAT, DAT & LSAT
CLASSES START FEB-MAR

"Do we live for the sake of being now
cowed into submission by the fear of the law
and its penalties, now spurred to frenzied
action by the promise of reward and fame? We
waste ourselves in mad scramble, seeking to
snatch the hollow praise of an hour, scheming
to contrive that somehow some remnant of
reputation shall last our lives.

—

SALON

and Hair Cutting
Kmporium

(VIDAL SASSOOIVJ)

Give a
pintsized
gift.

"We move through the world in a narrow
groove, preoccupied with the petty things we
see and hear, brooding over our prejudices,
passing by the joys of life without even
knowing that wehave missed anything. Never
for a moment do we taste the heady wine of
freedom. We are as truly imprisoned as if we
lay at the bottom of a dungeon, heaped with
chains."
the Lieh Teun

A BARBER

Furnished, king size, two bedroom
apartment, $210. Available Feb. 1.
Security, quality furniture, gold shag.
Two bedroom available April 1. 403
Terry Aye. MA 3-1354.

52»*224
CENTER:
U. VillageBldg.

ROOm 200
4900 25th N.E.

jPSfo%R
W llflPl/lN

Educational

center

TEST PREPARATION
since 1938 1

specialists

S SPEED READING INSTITUTE

R
I

Presents a FREE introductory lesson designed to
increase your reading speed by 100 words per
minute.
Introductory lesson will be held at NOON each day
of this coming week (January 31-February4) in the
Liberal Arts Building, Room 202. BRING YOUR
OWN BOOK.

Limited enrollment class forming soon. Call SRI at
743-4397 for information.
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'Network' satire absurd
by Nancy Klich

Don't wait for "Network" to

appear on television, because it
probably won't.
"Network", a pithy criticism
but a mediocre satire on the

ethics and practices of television
networks, is plagued with too
many absurdities and too many
stereotypes.

This movie is about a minor
television network. United
Broadcast Systems, which tries
to compete with the three major
networks, (CBS, NBCand ABC)
by exploiting acommunist party
activist, a mentally unstable
newscaster and the American
people.
ÜBS PREMIERS two new
programs inan effort toincrease
ratings and audience shares.
A national newscaster, who
has a nervous breakdown while
broadcasting the news, becomes
an immediate success because he
expresses the sentiments of the
American people. The news
program becomes a theatrical
production in which the
newscaster, accompanied by a
computer and a fortune teller,
becomes a raging crusader. His
national tirades attack the financial foundations of the network,
creating a situation which requires a desperate solution.
The presentation of news in a
theatrical format can be likened
to the show business and financial values that prompted ABC
to hire Barbara Walters and the
growing frequency of amusing,
entertaining news presented by
the three major networks.

authentic films of terrorist activities, which ÜBS finances.
ÜBS uses a communist party
spokeswoman as a go-between
for planning the terrorist activities of a national terrorist
army. Not only do the terrorists
become involved in programming, but they also begin to
adopt a television mentality.

the excessive stereotype which
often overshadows the reality of
the character.
Symbolizing

the

synthetic

realityand financial obsessionof

arts

&

entertainment

Choir benefit
dinner Feb. 19

television is Faye Dunaway,
whose effective portrayal of the
ruthlessly ambitious program
director is convincing. This
S.U. choir's annual spaghetti
character is also overworked to dinner is slated for 4:30 to 8:30
Other networks begin to copy the point of absurdity.
p.m. Feb. 19 at Campion Tower.
ÜBS'
formula for success,
The meal, to be prepared and
resulting in a satire that is absurd
The list of sterotypes is served by the ACappellachoir, is
and a reality that is unnerving. endless. Included are: a ruthless the choir's traditional moneyfinancial tycoon who worships raising event of the year.
William Holden's adequate money; a business manager who Proceeds will go to the choir's
portrayal of an aging, idealistic worships success; and anetwork annual tour.
newsman symbolizes the conflict president who crumbles under
IN PREVIOUS years, the
between responsible journalism the heavy-hand of the financial choir has performed at the
and the unethical business prac- manager.
Rebild Festival in Denmark to
tices of television. He is fired
celebrate American Infrom his job as news director
It is unfortunate that the valid
because he disagreed with the social commentary can be
network's plan to create the overlooked because of theabsurtheatrical news program.
dities of plot, characters and
satire. The reality of "Network"
IT IS UNFORTUNATE that illustrates the inherent dangers
the script writers thought it that television can force on its
necessary to burden Holden with unwitting audience.

dependence Day, and the
Hawaiian Islands. This year, the
choir and chorale will tour
Oregon and California over spring break.
Tickets for the dinner are
$3.50 for adults and students, $2
for children under 12.Tickets are
available at the door or may be
purchased from choir members.
Further information may be
obtained by calling theS.U.Fine
Arts department, 626-6336.

Denver to meet God
despite handicap

Fite Dance Co. due
at S.U. Sat, Sun.

Seven new dances will be
featured by the Rick Fite Dance
Co. when the group appears at 8
p.m. Saturday and Sunday in
Pigott Auditorium.
dances
are
Three
choreographed by Rick Fite;
three by companymembers John
THE SECOND PROGRAM Glasscock, Tim Grendon and
is a weekly series based on Pat Barnes; and one by Carolyn

Gracey Greer.

THE MUSIC includes work
by Erik Satie,Ottorino Respighi,
Oscar Sala, Tomitaand Weather
Report.

Tickets are $3 general, $2.50
for students and senior citizens.
The programis sponsored by the
Out Here Dance Foundation.

New Fish House needs seasoning
by Marilyn Clement
There's a new place in town.
Having opened just two weeks ago, McCormick's Fish House and Bar at 722 Fourth
Aye. is already doing a brisk dinner trade.

BILL McCORMICK, owner of Jake's
Crawfish in Portland, saw a need for a
seafood house in downtown Seattle. He was
delighted to find suitable space in a building
constructed in 191 2 and which has recently
been renovated by architect Fred Bassetti.
Thedeep mahogany paneling, the wooden
booths and white tiled floor andceiling create
an atmosphere reminiscent of Lock-Obers in
Boston. It is no coincidence that McCormick
is an East Coast transplant.
Although there is an effective selection of
imported beers and a nice wine list available,
the attractive, ornately carved mahogany bar
with its brass leaning rail sits empty. Once the
liquor license comes through in a couple of
weeks, Iimagine there will be standing room
only. The bar room is just the perfect spot to
meet friends and spend the evening.
THE RESTAURANT still has to work
itselfinto a smooth operation. The waiters in
their white jackets and black bow ties are
inexperienced although conscientious. A trail
of juice followed our waiter out to the kitchen
as he removeda plate of raw oysters from our

table.
A little later there was a crash from the
table across the aisle. "Well at least that woke
everybody up," the manager muttered as he
rushed in to extricate the waiter from his
embarrassing predicament. In removing the
bread and butter plates, he had managed to
knock over a wine bottle.
As recommended, the oysters were fresh,
plump and tender with no fishy overtones.
IN A spirit of adventure,overcoming my
usual aversion to oysters, Iordered the
Hangtown Fry ($3.95), an oyster omlette
complimented with spinach, bacon and
parmesan cheese. It arrived light and fluffy

with three raw oysters neatly tucked into its

interior.

The bacon was crisp and there was the

perfect blend of cheese. However, Iwould
have enjoyed a larger portion of spinach.
Although appreciative of the experience, next

...an oysteromelette complimented
with spinach, bacon and parmesan
cheese
arrived light and fluffy
with three raw oysters neatly tucked
Into ItsInterior.

. ..

JOHN DENVER unsuccessfully tries to hid his third leg
behind his coat during the filming of "Oh,God," a soon-to-bereleased movie about an assistant manager of a supermarket
(Denver) who meets God in the form of George Burns. Despite
his bizarre physical deformity, Denver landed the job, another
feather in his cap in addition to those for his hit records.

time Iwill stick to crab and shrimp when Iget
in the mood for shellfish.
But my companion ate his appetizer of six
raw oysters ($2.65) with relish. "These are the

best I've ever had," he sighedcontentedly. Of
course, he has been known to scoop up an
oyster along the shore of Hood Canal, pry it

open with a knife, and plop it intohis mouth.

HE THEN went on to order the Oyster
Combination ($3.95), which featured a nice
selection of Oysters Italian, Rockefeller and
Kirkpatrick nestled on a bed of rock salt.
The Italian was served witha spicy breadcrumb, garlic and cheese sauce, the
Rockefeller boasted a superb spinach and
cheese sauce, while the Kirpatrick offered a
rather bland tomato sauce blended with
bacon and cheese.
Each entree came with a small helping of
golden French fries, thickly sliced. The salad
was a bed of leaf lettuce covered with a well
balanced oil and vinegar dressingand topped
with a generous amount of Roquefort cheese.
The service was slow but not particularly
objectionable.Our waiter had to be reminded
to bring our wine several times and forgot the
bread basket altogether. However, he was
most attentive to our coffee cups which
brought the relaxing evening to a close.
Once the initial difficulties are overcome,
McCormick's should prove to be one of the
most popular places in town.
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Huskies slip by S.U. Chiefs Chiefs beat SCC,
avenge early loss
by Pat Dowd
appeared only four times during
On a pair of free throws sunk the game.
by U.W. senior guard Chester
This scoring spree set the score
Dorsey. the U.W. Huskies turn- at 26-1 3, giving the Huskies a 13ed back the S.U. Chieftains by a point advantagewhich was to be
score of 55-54. Dorsey's winning their largest lead.
baskets came with only 33 secS.U.closed out the first half by
narrowing the score to 26-19 on
onds remaining in the game.
The first halfof play consisted two baskets by O'Brien and one
of short scoring bursts by both by Suther.
teams.

FROM THE start of the opening half, the Chiefs found
themselves in a hole as the
Huskies hit their first four shots
from the field, grabbing an 8-2
lead.
The Chiefs, on the other hand,
had their trouble hitting shots
from the field. The Huskies'
pressing defense denied the
Chiefs a field goal throughout
the opening five and a half
minutes of play as the Chiefs
failed on theirfirst eight attempts
from the field.
During the same span, the
Huskies jumped out to a 13-2
lead. Dorsey contributed seven
of the thirteen points.

S.U. THEN turned the table
on the Huskies and put on a
spurt of their own.
The drive started with a spinning jumper delivered by
sophomore forward Keith
Harrell. Center Jawann Oldham
followed with a three point play
as he hit a baseline jumper while
being fouled by Husky James
Edwards. Oldham hit another
hoop, sinking a 12-foot hook
shot from the right baseline.
Kevin Suther, in a 22-footer, and
Bucky O'Brien put the Chiefs
ahead at 14-13 as he hit on a
jumper after a feed from Suther.
S.U.s lead was short-lived,
however. The Huskies answered
with another scoring outburst as
they racked up the next 12
points.

HALF OF those 12 came at
the foul line,a place the Huskies

frequented all evening. The
Huskies stepped to the line for 28
attempts while the Chiefs

THROUGHOUT the first
the shooting of both was
extremely inaccurate. The Chiefs
shot .229 and the Huskies were
slightly better at .333. The only
precision came at halftime when
the audience was entertained by
two frisbee experts who
demonstrated their talent with
the disc. One of theexperts wasa
46-year-old Boeing engineer.
The second half opened with
both teams exchanging baskets
through the first seven minutes
of play.
Then, with the Chiefs down
35-30, they ripped off six straight
points to momentarily take the
lead. The Huskies returned the
favor by taking six straight
points themselves, four of them
coming from the foul line.
half,

WITH THE score standing at
47-42 in the Huskies favor the
Chiefs made their final drive,
spearheaded by Oldham.
Oldham scored ona lay-in, a tipin and a driving stuff shot.
Oldham's heroics gave S.U. a 4847 lead withfiveminutes to inthe
game.

situation, Dorsey calmly put
down both free throws, giving

the Huskies a 55-54 lead.

THE CHIEFS had threemore
possessions but failed to
capitalize as they lost the ball on
a traveling call against Reggie
Green.Oldham missed a baseline
jumper and Clint Richardson's
35-foot desperation shot fell off
line.
TheChiefs wereled by the play
of Oldham. He netted 20 points,
grabbed 14 rebounds and blocked five shots. Harrel scored 12
points and totaled seven
rebounds. O'Brien contributed
eight points.

The Huskies were led by their
senior center, Edwards, who
finished the game with 17 points
and ninerebounds. Kirn Stewart
scored 14 points and also had
ninerebounds. Dorsey scored 11
points, nine of them in the first
half.
The loss set S.U.s season record at 6 wins and 10 losses.

— photo hy larry sleagall
CATHY HASTINGS drives the baseline as she goes
through the back door for a lay-in.

Golden Bears maul
S.U. Chieftain squad

Led by their 6-11 sophomore
University ofCalifornia Bears won their fourth game
of the seasonas they defeated the
S.U. Chiefs 87-69.
In the game Jan. 19, Bear
center Tom Schneiderjohn had
the best game of his young
collegiate career as he hit 14
center, the

Chief of week

Oldham named MVP
of U.W.-Chief series
This week we honor freshman
7-0 center Jawann Oldham.
Oldham took scoring honors in
last Saturday night's loss to the
University of Washington as he
totaled 20 points and 14
rebounds. Oldham had a bigsecond half as he scored 15 points
on seven of ten shooting and
pulled down nine of his fourteen
rebounds. He also had five
blocked shots in the contest.
Oldham cleanly out-played
Husky senior center James
Edwards. He outscored him by
three points, grabbed five more
rebounds and blocked four more
shots than Edwards.
OLDHAM received Most
Valuable Player honors for the
two-game series this season.
Freshman Oldham holds the
second highest shooting percentageon the teamas heis hitting at
a .505 clip.Reggie Green has the
top percentage mark as he is
connecting on .573 of his shots.
Oldham also has the second
highest scoring average at 13
points per game. He also holds
the single game high scoring
honors as he scored 26 points
against St. Mary's.
Oldham is a graduate from
Cleveland High School, where
he led the Eagles to two State
Championships. He was named
Ail-American in his senior year
at Cleveland.

Husky Edwards and Chieftain
Harrell then took turns controlling the scoring as they both
hit their next three shots,answering each other's tallies. This set
the score at 54-53 in favor of the
Chiefs.
With just 33 seconds left in the
game and the Huskies controlling the ball, Dorsey won a
free trip to the foul line as
O'Brien was charged with a foul.
At the line, with a one plus one

The S.U. Chieftains battle the
Beavers from Oregon State Friday night at the Seattle Center
Coliseum. Tip off for this
Homecoming game is at 8 p.m.
The Chiefs are rebounding
attempts,
totaling
in
17
29
shots
points. Schneiderjohn also from a heartbreaking loss
pulled down seven rebounds. He against the University of
had 17 points in the first half as Washington. The Chiefs fell at
hehit hisfirst eight shots without the paws of the Huskies 55-54
a miss.
last Saturday night at Hec Edmundson Pavilion.
IN THE FIRST HALF, the
Bears quickly jumped out to a 7THE OREGON State
2 lead. However,with the scoring Beavers, on the other hand, are
of Carl Ervin, Jawann Oldham coming off a last second 53-52
and Keith Harrell, the Chiefs win over the Oregon Ducks last
came back to take a momentary Saturday at Corvallis.
Rocky Smith in the win,sank
8-7 lead. That was to be the
Chieftains last advantage as the two free throws with 1:06
Bears ran out to a 29-17 lead and remaining, deflected a last
coastedinto halftime, leading42- minute shot and tallied 14 points
for the game to the lift the
31.
California's Gene Ransom Beavers over their rival Ducks.
and John Caelli dashed any
Last year at Corvallis, Smith
equally effective against the
was
hopes
Chieftain comeback
as
they led the Bears to a 48-31 Chieftains. He along with
margin at the outset of the se- George Tucker give theBeavers a
very potent pair of guards.
cond half.
Ransom was the catalyst for
AT FORWARDS Oregon
the Bears throughout the second
half. The little 5-9 guard scored State boasts of Don Smith and
10 of his 15 points in the second
half. Ransom was also credited
with 12 assists, a school record.

THE CHIEFS were led in
scoring by Harrell with 14
points. Harrell hit sixoften shots
from the field. Clint Richardson,
playing in his first appearance
since suffering a broken
cheekbone, scored 13 points.
Jerome Maultsby and Oldham
both totaled 12 points.
The Bears' win set theirseason
record at four wins and ten
losses.

notice

All those interested in play-

ing on the Women's Tennis
team: there will be a meeting

at 4 p.m. Monday, January

"31. The meeting will be held at
the Connolly Center ConI'eience Room.

It works
for all of us
Jawaan Oldham

UnlfdW»M

Ricky Lee. Smith at 6-7 is a fine
shooter and he is tough on the
offensive boards. Lee stands 6-6,
is a fine ball handler and can be
effective shooting if you don't
stay right in his eyeballs.
rreshman center Steve Johnson anchorsdown the middle for
the Beavers. The 6-10 Johnson is

shooting 62.2 per cent from the
field, which makes him the lOth
best in that category in the
NCAA.
For the Chiefs, Clint Richardson will be wearinghisprotective
mask for the rest of the season.
His cheekbone wasbroken in the
game against St. Mary's.
Richardson is averaging just
over 15 points a game.

CENTER Jawann Oldham,
who was named most valuable

player of the S.U.-U.W. two
game series this year, is right
behind Richardson with a scoring average of 13 points per
game.
Sophomore Keith Harrell is
the only other Chieftain in dou-

ble figure scoring. He is hitting at

a 10:37 points per game clip.

intramurals

Basketball
Today
7 p.m.

Hypodermic Needles vs. Inter-courts
Has Beens vs. Phaggocytes
$40 Gang vs. Wimps
8 p.m. Zipp's Zombies vs. Banann Bums
One Step Beyond vs. Zanzabar
Rammers vs. Chada-Pi Pi
Friday
5:10 p.m.- Trippers vs. Dominos (played in Coliseum)
6:20 p.m. Aces vs. Bricklayers (played in Coliseum)
Tuesday
7 p.m. Alpha Kappa Psi vs. Yankies
Tankers vs. Harmony
Easy lay (ups) vs. Chada-Pi Pi
8 p.m. Whips & Chains vs. Zipp's Zombies
One Step Beyond vs. Banann Bums
Zanzabar vs. Heimskringla
Volleyball
Feb. 2
8 p.m. Bellarmine Floor #1 vs. No Beach Bimbos
Heimskringla vs. Short Legs
Rosters for intramural water polo must be turned in by
morrow. For more information, call Bryan Hanley
626-5305.
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What's

Program reaches to help

by Teresa Wippel
When a student asks "What
can Ido?" Reach Out Director
Mary Ann Rettig has the
answers.
Rettig is in charge of S.U.s
TODAY
Reach Out program, a volunteer
All students planning A CAREER IN THE COM- service affiliated with Campus
Ministry,
encompasses
MUNICATIONS FIELD interested in forming a Women in more thanwhich
50 agencies and
Communications, Inc.,chapter,please attend a meetingat 2:30 programs a student can be inp.m. today in the upper Chieftain.
volved in.

happening?

...

. . . STUDENTS FOR LIFEwill hold a meeting at 6:30 p.m.

"IT PROVIDES an opportonight in the Bellarmine conference room to discuss further tunity for students to get involved in the community around ,
activities for the quarter and elect a new president.
5.U.," Rettig said.
A FIELD TRIP TO JORGENSON STEEL is being
When a student decides to
sponsored by the Mechanical Engineering Club thisafternoon. volunteer through Reach Out,
Jorgenson Steelis one of the largest machine shops on the West Rettig said she talks with the
student to find out whathe or she
coast concerning the size of materials that can be fabricated.
isinterested in and then describes
All those interested in going should meet at 2 p.m. in front of the different positions available.
the engineering building.
A student can find a variety of
interesting
volunteer
SUNDAY
possibilities, Rettig said, including Camp Fire Girls, the
A SENIOR NURSING STUDENT MEETING of the Better Business Bureau, the
entertainmentcommittee for the Senior banquet will be held at Work Release Program, Crisis
1 p.m. Sunday at the home of Anita Vaughan, 1115 1 7th, No. Line, King County Juvenile
Seattle Parks and Recrea104. All those interested in entertaining are asked to attend.If Court,
tion, Goodwill industries. Red
directions are needed, call 329-5423.
Cross, United Farm Workers
and the Shelter for Battered
MONDAY
Women.
ATTENTION SKI CLUB MEMBERS: there will be no
AFTER A student decides on
skiing tomorrownight at Alpental. A Ski Club meeting willbe
two
or three areas of interest,
where
p.m.
Monday
Library
at
7:30
in
the
Auditorium
held
Rettig
call the contact perinformation will be provided on the spring break trip to Big son shewillhas
from the agency
Mountain and the weekend trip to Mission Ridge.
involved and set up an interview.
thereit is up to the student,
ALPHA EPSILON DELTA WILL HOLD AN OPEN From
Rettig said.
MEETING at 7 p.m. Monday in Barman 502. Several movies
"It gives people a chance to try
will be shown and refreshments will be served ifmunchiesare out a career," Rettig said, "a
really good chance for someone
brought. All are welcome.
to try out his or her owninterests
—
"Financial Accounting Standard Board (Great
Expectations)" is the topic for the BETA ALPHA PSI
ACCOUNTING DINNER to be held at 7 p.m. Monday in the
Luau Room of the Sorrento Hotel. Gary Carpenter of Price
Waterhouse and Co. will speak at the dinner, which is open to
Plotting the future of comall students. For reservations,contact the Beta Alpha Psi office
government is the purmunity
Pigott
at
153.
pose ofa public conference to be
AN ELECTION BOARD COORDINATOR IS held March 5 on the S.U. camNEEDED by the ASSU to run elections winter quarter. pus.
Entitled "The Future ofComApplications will be taken at the ASSU office until 3 p.m. munity
Governance:Democracy
Monday.
or New Feudalism," the conference is being sponsored by
A free introductory lesson designed to INCREASE S.U.s
Institute of Public Service
YOUR READING SPEED by 100 words per minute is being in conjunction with the Seattle
presented by the Speed Reading Institute (SRI) at noon Department of Community
Monday through Feb. 4 in Room 202 of the Liberal Arts Development, People Power,
and local community council
Building. Bring your own book.
groups.

...

...
.. .

. ..

...

Mary Ann Rettig

ph'tilo hy lurry xieagall

and see if they want to spend med and bilogy major, received
more time with it."
her volunteer position as a Big
Sister through the Reach Out
Right now the Reach Out program,
and related her exprogram has 25 S.U. students perience to her major.
weekly
with regular
com"I got
pre-med because I
mitments which range from one wanted tointo
get to meet peopleand
to five hours a week. Rettig said
to get along with other
it is also possible for groups to learn
people,"
Kubota said.
get together for a special project
is a Big Sister to a 13Kubota
as a one-time thing.
year-old foster child, and says
likes it a lot. "Idon't have my
ALTHOUGH Reach Out can she
own sister, just four brothers. It
give students a chance to "get
having a little sister."
them awayfrom their books for a is nice
Rettig,
a memberof the Jesuit
while," Rettigsaid it can also be
Corps, said, "I don't
"very complimentary to Volunteer
asking students to
mind
classwork."
volunteer because I'm a
Ann Kubota, a freshman pre- volunteer."

Community conference March 5

...

...

TUESDAY
...

The morning session of the
conference will discuss purposes
and goals of community
governments, including the
relationship with city government and inter-communitycoordination.
The afternoon session will
focus on nine major issues of
community government, including desegregation, location
of facilities, land use,developing
a community council and special
problems of the suburbs.

...

government."

Supported in part by a grant
from the Washington Commission for the Humanities, the conference is free and open to the
public. Information on the conference is available from conference coordinator Ron
DR. LEN Mandelbaum, Schwarz at S.U.s Institute of
director of S.U.s Institute of Public Service at 626-5760.

TWO MAJOR addresses will
be given at the session by community government experts.
Milton Kotler, author of
"Neighborhood Government:
The Local Foundations of
WEDNESDAY
director
A PATHFINDER GENERAL ORIENTATION Political Life," and the
A career day in sales,
Neighborfor
of
the
institute
MEETING will be held at 6:30 p.m. Wednesday in the
hood Studies in Washington, marketing and management is
basement of the Chieftain.Discussed will be the hike on Feb.5 D.C will present the first state- being sponsored by Pi Sigma
Epsilon, S.U. Marketing club
and 6. For more information call Chad at 6867.
ment.
9 a.m. to noon Wednesday
from
Joseph
McNeeley,
a comIK'S WILL MEET at 7 p.m. Wednesday in the Xavier
munity organizer from in the A.A. Lemieux Library
basement.
Baltimore, Md., will deliver the Auditorium.
RNB STUDENTS WILL MEET from noon to 2 p.m. second address. McNeeley freTOPICS FOR THE career
as a consultant to
Wednesday in room 1 13 of the Library. Bring a sack lunch. quently servesorganizations
in day coverretail, commercial and
community
.A MEETING FOR ALL CLUBS will be held in tne upper program planning and evalua- industrial selling. Purpose of the
tion. Both addresses will be event is to provide students with
Chieftain Conference Room at noon Wednesday.
followed by comments from a
Beta Alpha Psi president Debbie Kemle will speak on panel of respondents composed
"Financial Forecasting" at THE BETA ALPHA PSI of civic leaders.
LUNCHEON at 1 p.m. Wednesday at theSorrento Hotel "Top
O' The Town." A business meeting will follow the luncheon.
Reservations may be made at the Beta Alpha Psi office, Pigott
153. All students are welcome.

A meeting and slide show for ALL INTERESTED IN
THE FRENCH-IN-FRANCE, German-in-Austria and the
proposed Spanish-in-Mexico programs will be held at 7:30
p.m. Tuesday in the Chez Moi, Bellarmine lobby.

Public Service, stated that the
conference "will help clarify for
the generalpublic theactual and
potential role of community and
neighborhood councils and
other forms of community

Market club to
sponsor career day

.. .
. ..
..
. ..

answers to questions about the
variety of selling, marketing and
management techniques.
Speakers for the presentation
include Chris Grove from the
Bon Marche Placement Center;
Gale Hershy, District Sales
Manager of Bell Telephone and
Dan Guy, Manager of
Marketing and Product
Development for Pacific Carand
Foundry (PACCAR).

Filing for
open
offices
. . .THE LEARNING SKILLS CENTER WILL HOLD AN Winter

quarter ASSUelection
OPEN HOUSE from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. Wednesday in Pigott filing willbe Wednesday through
500. Refreshments will be served.
Feb. 8, in the ASSU office.
Candidates are encouraged to
MISCELLANEOUS
file early, according to Joe
People interested in participating BLACK HISTORY Straus, ASSU first vice presiMONTH during February can sign up at the Minority Affairs dent.
Office in the McGoldrick Center or call 626-6226.
POSITIONS of ASSU presi.Applications are still available for men INTERESTED IN dent, first vice president, second
GOING ON THE WINTER SEARCH Feb. 11-13 in the vice president and treasurer, and
senate seats five, six, seven and
Campus Ministry Office.
eight willbe filled in this election.
The ASSU is looking for AN ORIENTATION
Primary elections are
CHAIRPERSON for the 1977-78 school year. Sign up in the scheduled for Feb. 15. Finals will
ASSU office. The deadline is Feb. 3.
be Feb. 18.

.. .
..

. ..

I
I

WOODSY OWL FOR

PURE WATER!

Trash belongs in trash cans, not in our streams and

L rivers.Do your part to keep America a great place to live. .
Woodsy Owl has a list of ways you can help fight
f pollution.
I
It's easy for kids to read, and it's free when
I you writeWoodsy Owl, Forest Service, U.S.D.A.,
I Washington, D.C. 20250.
;
1
And remember, givea hoot, don'tpollute.
Oon't be a dirty bird, no matter whereyou go.

